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successfully loaded.Sci Fi Is Cool: A Year of New Shows Set in Outer Space It's a Galaxy Far, Far
Away -- or maybe it's just inside your brain. Get the latest from TODAY When I started out to list the
2013 sci-fi TV shows in my box set, I imagined I'd narrow it down to a dozen or so shows, and then
spend the next 24 hours doing the actual ranking. Except, it turns out, it's a whole lot more than
that. This year we're all but guaranteed at least 12 new sci-fi series to kick off this new year, with
more along the way during the first half of the year. There are live-action shows from The CW, and
HBO and Fox's different universes, plus options on the streaming side -- all about the colonization of
space. And most of them have stories about humans and aliens living together in harmony. Look, I
know the '70s had a rocky start with Star Trek and I'm not looking to rip on today's scifi, but the real
fun of TV sci-fi comes from seeing stories about different ways of living and thinking about space. So
here's my list of the best sci-fi shows of 2013, how I like them, and how you should watch them. Be
warned: You may go into a whirlpool and drown as your emotions become intoxicated by our
intergalactic television town! Green Lantern ABC Stephen Amell When I originally added Green
Lantern to my list in August, I was really into the look of the show (especially the superhero-style
helmets they wear), but the series was overly cynical in a lot of ways. I couldn't get past the
incredibly artificial look of their helmets. Amell is a talented comic actor, but he's not a natural fit
for the Green Lantern. Expect a major retooling for next year, as, presumably, the series will be
moving to The CW and, if they get a second season, we'll get a real long look at the Green Lantern.
Arrow The CW Stephen Amell The show has been on hiatus for a couple months, but it's apparently
back on track to return this fall. As long as they don't kill off Oliver,
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